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Questions Points 

 Vocabulary 4 

A Fill in the blanks with the words given . ( There is one word extra ) 

 

nation / sign / orbits / died out / instead / careful / above / endangered / wonder    

 

1. There were no single room , so I booked a double …………  . 

 

2. If you are to know a ………….. , you must learn its history . 

 

3. Planets go around the sun in different ………….   . 

 

4. Some pains can be the ……….. of a heart attack . 

 

5. The Persian lion ……………. about 75 years ago . 

 

6. The human body is a real ……………..   .  

 

7. Be …………. , look both ways when you cross the street . 

 

8. There are some …………….. animals on Earth . 
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B Match the words from column A with the definitions in column B . 

 

.               A                .                           .                     B                     . 
9. fact                                                a. to protect someone or something from danger    

10. jungle                                          b. the time after now   

11. defend                                         c. a place full of trees 

12. future                                          d. things that are true or that really happened 
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C Fill in the blanks with the proper words of your own . 

 

13. Tom was …………. in an accident , so he couldn’t walk well . 

 

14. The ………….. rises in the east ant sets in the west . 
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D Choose the correct answer . 

 

15. These animals sleep in the day and ………… at night .  

  a. protect                         b. hunt                            c. increase                     d. put out 

 

16. We didn’t watch the program because it was ……………..    . 

  a. interesting                    b. wonderful                  c. boring                        d. amazing 
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Questions Points 

 
Grammar 4 

E Choose the correct answer . 

 

17. “ I haven’t got my phone .”      “ That’s ok . I …………. you mine .”  

  a. am going to lend          b. will lend                    c. lend                            d. lent 

 

18. Who is …………. football player in Iran ? 

  a. as famous as                 b. more famous than     c. the most famous        d. the famous 

 

19. The weather today is …………… than yesterday . 

  a. bad                                b. worse                        c. as bad as                    d. worst 

 

20. Joe is going …………. dinner tonight . 

  a. cook                              b. cooked                      c. to cook                       d. cooking 
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F Put the words in the correct order . 

 

21. get up / going / tomorrow / you / what / morning / to / time / are / ? 

 

22. biggest / world / country / the / is / the / in / Russia . 
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G Complete the following sentences with the correct form of the given words . 

 

23. I think the cartoon is …………… than the film . ( interesting ) 

 

24. “ Hamid called you while you were out .” 

      “ Yes , I know . I’m going …………. him later .  ( call ) 

 

25. “ I have a headache .” 

      “ Wait a second and I …………….. an aspirin for you .”  ( get )  

 

26.  Winter is ………………. season of the year . ( cold ) 
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 Pronunciation 0.5 

H Which one is different in intonation pattern?  

 

27.              a. It is very beautiful .                               b. Who answers ? 

                   c. How much is it ?                                   d. Is it a car ? 
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Questions Points 

 Comprehension 3.5 

I Choose the best answer . 

 

       We need …..28….. animals and plants and …..29….. them. All humans are going to work 

together to have beautiful home. If we work hard , we will have clean air and water in …..30….. 

future. We will have a …..31….. place to live. In this way we will save Earth for our children.  

 

1. 28.   a) saves               b) to save                 c) saved                   d) save 

2. 29.   a) look for           b) protect                 c) injure                   d) hunt 

3. 30.   a) a                      b) this                      c) ----                       d) the  

4. 31.   a) useful              b) useless                 c) safe                      d) wonderful 
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J Read the passage and answer the questions . 

 

     Animals are amazing examples of wonders of creation. If you try to collect information 

about them, it seems that you will see interesting great facts. Animals have different bodies and 

ways of life. These different ways help them live better and easier in nature.  

     There are many interesting things about animals. For example, the biggest whale in the world 

is 33 meters long. And scientists saw it in Persian Gulf. Crabs are also sea animals. They will 

kill their wife and eat it. It helps them live longer and healthier. Crocodiles also live in water. 

They are 25 meters long and 520 kilograms. They can swim easily and find food. They have 

teeth when they are young and they will have new teeth when they are older.  

     We have a lot of important information about animals on land. For example rhino, is one ton 

but it can run 30 km in one hour. Also snakes can’t hear and just 30% of them are dangerous. 

And some animals close their ears and sleep so they can have nicer sleep. And nice to know that 

ostriches’ eyes are bigger than their brain so these birds can find their ways easier.  

 

32. Animals have the same bodies and ways of life. ( True / False ) 

33. Crabs love their wives and help them. ( True / False ) 

 

34.  Crocodiles almost have ………… teeth.  

a) old                         b) new                      c) small                    d) little 

b)  

35.  Ostrich’s brain is ………… than its eyes.  

a) bigger                    b) longer                   c) fatter                    d) smaller   

 

36. Why do some animals close their ears when they sleep? 

37.  What will we find if we collect information about animals? 
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